
EDITIONS OVERVIEW
LabKey Server

Community Edition
The Community Edition of LabKey Server is free to download and use forever; however, it is not formally supported, so it 
is best suited for technical enthusiasts and evaluators in non-mission-critical environments. LabKey provides community 
forums and documentation to help users support each other.

Premium Editions & Add-Ons
The Professional, Professional Plus and Enterprise Editions of LabKey Server are paid subscriptions that provide additional 
functionality to help teams optimize workflows, securely manage complex projects and explore multi-dimensional data. 
These premium Editions also include LabKey’s professional support services and allow our experts to engage with your 
team as long-term partners committed to the success of your informatics solutions. 2016 subscription prices start at $37K/
year plus tax.

PROFESSIONAL 
The Professional Edition is designed for small- or 
medium-sized teams that need to optimize workflows, 
enable collaboration and support basic connection of lab, 
specimen and clinical data. This Edition is for researchers 
who want to extend their use of LabKey Server, but do 
not need deep integration with other systems or major 
customization. As part of our support services for this 
Edition, administrators and users receive training and 
ongoing coaching and advice to help them become experts 
at managing scientific data with LabKey Server.

ENTERPRISE 
The Enterprise Edition is designed for teams that need to 
support clinical data integration at large scale, potentially 
including regulatory compliance. 

PROFESSIONAL+ 
The Professional Plus Edition is targeted to groups that 
seek to integrate LabKey Server with external systems, 
manage a larger installation, and/or build custom solutions 
that extend LabKey Server. This Edition adds deeper 
technical support, including system architecture and 
design advice, developer training and support across all 
aspects of developing LabKey Server applications. It also 
covers support for connecting LabKey Server to other 
computing resources, such as existing databases, analysis 
pipelines, and authentication servers.  

ADD-ONS
Add-Ons are functionality and services available for 
subscription purchase when your team subscribes to a 
premium Edition of LabKey Server. 

Philosophy
Researchers and clinicians dedicated to the common good deserve quality tools to help them focus on discovery and care 
rather than battling information bottlenecks. LabKey’s product approach reflects our team’s deep commitment to providing 
life science and healthcare groups with open, professional-grade, cost-effective solutions. 

We offer a balance of free and premium products to help us ensure a strong, open, sustainable platform for all. The core 
components of LabKey Server are open source, enabling transparency, extension and sharing. LabKey also invests in 
premium features to benefit the user base and makes these available by subscription. 

Should you decide to cancel your subscription after the first year, you still keep the software, including the source code 
for premium functionality. In the future, we hope you re-subscribe to regain ongoing access to professional support and 
software upgrades, particularly desirable security updates. 

®To learn more about LabKey Server, visit:  
WWW.LABKEY.COM/PRODUCTS-SERVICES/LABKEY-SERVER

LabKey Server helps biomedical research teams unlock the value of hard-earned data, enable collaborative science, and 
open doors to new modes of discovery. The powerful platform helps integrate, analyze and securely share complex research 
information while adapting to evolving needs. LabKey offers multiple Editions of LabKey Server and a suite of Add-Ons to 
best meet different levels of need for support and functionality.



Community Professional Professional +

Software

General
Access to associated source code and installers X X X

Extended look-and-feel customization X X

Security and Authentication
Two-factor authentication, CAS SSO, OAuth X X

Advanced SQL query logging X

Direct Integration

REDCap, FreezerPro and SAS/SHARE Available as 
Add-Ons X

SQL Server Synonyms X

Consulting

Development of project roadmap including initial design planning X X

Ongoing system architecture and design advice from technical leads X

Training

Online documentation, tutorials, videos and community forum X X X

Custom-tailored user/admin training 1 session/yr 2 session/yr

Custom-tailored developer training 1 session/yr

Early preview of new features and ability to provide input on product 
roadmap X X

Support

Priority fixes for customer-specific issues X X

Private support portal and direct access to LabKey support with 
guaranteed response time X X

Ongoing project management support X X

Customized hardware/software environment recommendations X X

Installation, maintenance, monitoring, reporting and upgrade 
assistance X X

Ongoing data management and security recommendations X X

Proactive server and query performance monitoring and optimization X X

Support for basic scripting in R and SQL X X

Support for multi-organization portals X

Professional-grade developer support including server to server 
integrations, client APIs, ETLs, assay transform scripts, remote 
pipeline processing servers and clusters, custom LabKey-based 
pipelines, and module development assistance

X
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